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EXTENSION OF HURWITZ'S PROOF FOR THE TRANSCENDENCE 
OF e TO THE TRANSCENDENCE OF 7r.* 

By ROBERT E. MORITZ. 

To show that 7r is transcendental it is sufficient to show that e cannot sat- 
isfy an equation of the form 

Co + eai + e ..+.* ... + e" = 0, [A] 

where C0 is an integer and the a's are associated algebraic numbers, that is, 
numbers which taken together constitute all the roots of some algebraic equa- 
tion with integral coefficients. 

For if 7r were algebraic, so would i7r be, that is, i7r would satisfy an 
equation with integral coefficients, as 

a(x-pl) (X-P2) . . . . . . (X$ Pm) = 09 

from which, since eiw = - 1, we should have 

(1 + eP) (1 + ePn) .... . (1 + ep-) = 1 + eri + es+... . + er = O. 

Here the ot's are sums of p's and are hence roots of some equation with inte- 
gral coefficients. Of course the o-'s may include zero values. Denote the o-'s 
which do not vanish by a,, a2, an. The last equation then assumes the 
form 

C(o+ eal +ea+ . . . . . . . . .+ ea= 0s 

in which Co - 1 represents the number of the o-'s which have vanished. Co 
is therefore an integer and the a's are algebraic numbers, satisfying an equa- 
tion with integral coefficients, say 

ao~n + aX1 . . . . . . . + an-X + a.= (1) 

Hurwitz,t in his proof for the transcendence of e, defines a function F(x) 
by means of the equation 

F(x) = f(x) + f (x) + f"(x) +. 

* This paper was read before the Chicago Section of the American Mathematical Society 
at the meeting of April 14, 1900. 

t Math. Annalen, vol. 43 (1893), p. 220. 

(57) 
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where f(x) is an arbitrarily chosen integral rational function of x and the terms 
on the right hand side end with a constant term. The application of the law 
of the mean to the function e-xF(x) leads to the relation 

F(x) - exF(O) = - xe(l-e)xf(Ox) 0 < 6 < 1. 
Let us denote the right hand member of the last equation by e and substitute 
successively for x the values a,, a2 .... an. We get 

F(al) - eaiF(O) = e.1, 
F(a2) - ea'F(O) = e.,, 

F(an) - e F(O)= et. 

We now add these equations and obtain, on the assumption that the relation 
expressed by [A] exists, 

n ~~n 
Co FI(O) + I F(a,) =X es. [B] 

i=1 i=1 

No restriction has been imposed upon f(x) except that it be integral and 
rational. We may then put 

XP-I n 

(P-)= ! iaPi) 

in which p is a prime number and larger than the largest of the coefficients 
CO, ao, a.. But by substituting this polynomial for f(x) in [B] we are able 
to prove the following three lemmas :* 

(1) e., and hence, since n is constant, XEaC app)roaches the limit zero 
when p increases indefinitely. 

For, e(1 can be written in the form: 
n 

[Co al II (ai-Oa,)]Pl 0~~~~~~~~~~ 
'Ca -[a, e(1- O)alall II (ai -Oa,) ] . (p=1) 

Each of these brackets remains finite, no matter what value 6 assumes between 
0 and 1. The second factor, therefore, approaches 0, when p =oo . Hence 
e41 and likewise eas . . .(a , each approach zero as p is indefinitely increased. 

* These lemmas are modifications of similar ones used by Hurwitz, 1. c., p. 221. 
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n 
(2) E F(aj) is an integer, divisible by p. To show this we compute 

separately the values of f(a,), .f(a), . in the expression 

F(al) =f(a,) + f(a,) +..... 

The first p of these polynomials vanish, since the functions f(x), f'(x), 
JP-l'(x) each contain (a, - x) as a factor. The coefficients of the remaining 
polynomials fCP) (x) , JP+)(x)....are integral and divisible by pa'P. Hence 
F(al), and likewise each of the functions F(a2), . .. F(a,), contains the factor 

paO'P. The expression Y F(a,) is a symmetric function of the roots a,, as, 
i=l 

an of equation (1), and is of the degree np-1 in the a's. It may then, 
because of the factor aP, be integrally expressed in terms of the integers 

n 

ao, a, . . . a,. That is, E F(a1) is an integer, and it is divisible by p. 

(3) COF(O) isan integer not divisible byp. For,fZP-l)(x) is the first of 
the polynomials f (x), f(x), . . . that does not vanish for x = 0; the coeffi- 
cients of all of the subsequent polynomials, fP) (x), fP+ 1) (x).arc 
divisible by a4lP, and it follows as in the proof -of (2) that the sum of these 
polynomials reduces, for x = 0, to an integer divisible byp. The value of 
JfP-l)(0) is atoP(a, a2 . . . a)p = (-1)nP anP-PaP so that 

Co F(0) = (-1)nP C0 aj'P-P a' + an integer divisible by p. 

p was chosen a prime greater than Co, a0, a,, and hence the first term is an 
integer not divisible by p. 

From these three lemmas it appears that equation [B] asserts that the 
sum of an integer not divisible byp and another integer divisible by p can be 
made small at will. This is absurd. The assumption that [A] exists is there- 
fore false and consequently wr is transcendental. 

TimS UNIvmRsIIrY w1e NicIBIASKA, FLItBUAR{Y, 1900. 
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